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BERGER v. PUBCO CORP.
No. 3414-CC
Courtof Chancery of the State of Delaware,New Castle
May 30, 2008
Ronald A. Brown, Jr., Esquire, of Prickett, Jones, & Elliott, P.A.,
Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiff.
Allen M. Terrell, Jr., Esquire, and Meredith M. Stewart, Esquire, of
Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants.
CHANDLER, Chancellor

Delaware's short-form merger statute does not impose onerous
burdens on parent corporations seeking to make use of its expeditious
process for merging with subsidiaries. In fact, it simply mandates that the
minority shareholders of the subsidiary be notified of their statutory right to
appraisal. Such notice must include a copy of the appraisal statute and, of
course, implicates the parent's fiduciary duty to disclose all material
information with respect to the shareholder's decision whether or not to seek
appraisal. Because the parent in this case failed both to attach a correct copy
of the appraisal statute and to include all material information, the fiduciary
duty of disclosure was breached. Consequently, the minority shareholders
must now be given an opportunity to seek a quasi-appraisal remedy.
I. BACKGROUND

Plaintiff Barbara Berger owned an unknown number of shares of
common stock in defendant Pubco Corporation ("Pubco" or the "Company"),
which is organized under the laws of Delaware but which is not and was not
a publicly traded corporation.' In November 2007, Berger received a written
notice from Pubco (the "Notice") stating that the Company's controlling
shareholder had effected a short-form merger and that she and the other
minority shareholders were being cashed out for $20 per share. That

'The facts are drawn from the complaint and from undisputed assertions in the briefing
completed by the parties. Plaintiff has not alleged or otherwise stated the number of shares she
owned.
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controlling shareholder was, in effect, defendant Robert H. Kanner, who was
(and is) Pubco's president and sole director and who owned more than 90%
of Pubco. Specifically, Kanner formed Pubco Acquisition, 2 Inc., and
transferred to it his Pubco holdings in order to effect the merger
Pursuant to the short-form merger statute, the Notice explained that
shareholder approval was not required and that the minority shareholders
had a right to seek appraisal. The Notice also contained some information
about the nature of Pubco's business, the names of its officers and directors,
the number of shares and classes of stock, a description of related business
transactions, and copies of Pubco's most recent interim and annual financial
statements. The Company, although not publicly traded, was traded
sporadically over the counter, and the thirty open-market trades that occurred
in the twenty-two months leading up to the merger ranged in price from
$12.55 to $16.00, with an average price of $13.32. Finally, the Notice
provided telephone, fax, and email contact information where shareholders
could obtain additional information upon request.
With the possible exception of the financial statements, the Notice did
not provide much detail. For example, the description of the Company was a
scant five sentences, one of which vaguely stated only that "[t]he Company
owns other income generating assets." 3 There was no disclosure relating to
the Company's plans or prospects, and no meaningful discussion of the
Company's actual operations. There was no disclosure of the Company's
finances by division or line of business; instead, the unaudited financial
statements lumped all of the Company's operations together. Moreover,
although the financial statements indicated that the Company held a sizeable
amount of cash and securities, there was no discussion or explanation of how
those assets were utilized or were going to be utilized by the Company.
Finally, the Notice contained no disclosure whatsoever of how Kanner
determined the price at which he set the merger consideration.
As required by statute, the Company attached to the Notice a copy of
the appraisal statute, but the copy attached was outdated and, therefore,
incorrect. Although 8 Del. C. § 262 was updated by the General Assembly
with changes that took effect in August 2007, the version attached to the
Notice did not reflect those changes. The Company never sent a correct
copy of the current appraisal statute to its minority shareholders.

2

This maneuvering was necessary because the short-form merger statute is available only to
corporate controlling shareholders. See 8 DeL C. § 253 ("In any case in which at least 90% of the
outstanding shares of each class of the stock of a corporation ...is owned by anothercorporation
3

Compl. Ex. A. at 2.
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On December 14, 2007, Berger initiated this case, purportedly as a class
action representing the interests of all minority shareholders of Pubco. Berger
claims that the class is entitled to receive the difference between the $20 per
share each member received and the fair value of his or her shares, regardless
of whether or not a class member demanded appraisal. On January 31, 2008,
Pubco and Kanner moved to dismiss the complaint under Rule 12(b)(6).
Berger answered that motion on February 21, 2008, and at the same time filed
an opening brief in support of her counter motion for summary judgment.
Thereafter, defendants abandoned their motion to dismiss, and on March 20,
2008, answered Berger's counter motion for summary judgment and filed an
opening brief of their own in support of a cross motion for summary judgment.
Briefing on these competing summary judgment motions was completed on
April 22, 2008.
It. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARDS
Summary judgment is appropriate when "there is no genuine issue as to
any material fact and... the moving party is entitled to ajudgment as a matter
of law." 4 Although claims alleging a violation of disclosure duties involve
mixed questions of law and fact, 5 this Court has found it appropriate to grant
summary judgment in the context of such disputes. 6
EmI DUTY OF DISCLOSURE IN SHORT-FORM MERGERS
The so-called "duty of disclosure" is not quite "a separate and distinct
fiduciary duty;"7 indeed, "[i]t represents nothing more than the well-recognized
proposition that directors of Delaware corporations are under a fiduciary duty
to disclose fully and fairly all material information within the board's control
when it seeks shareholder action." 8 The standard for determining materiality
is well settled:

4

Ct. Ch. R. 56(c); United Rentals, Inc. v. RAM Holdings,Inc., 937 A.2d 810,829-30 (Del.
Ch. 2007).
5
6Zirn v. VL1 Corp., 681 A.2d 1050,1055 (Del. 1996).
E.g., Arnold v. Soc'y for Savings Bancorp, Inc., 650 A.2d 1270, 1276 (Del. 1994)

(affirming the trial court's decision to grant summary judgment on disclosure claims in favor of
plaintiffs); In re PNB Holding Co. S'holdersLitig., C.A. No. 28-N, 2006 WL 2403999, at *18 n.96
(Del. Ch. Aug. 18, 2006) (noting that the Court had granted sumrnaryjudgment on disclosure claims
in favor 7of defendants).
1n re Checkfree S holders Hitig., C.A. No. 3193-CC, 2007 WL 3262188, at *2 (Del. Ch.
Nov. 1, 2007).
8
Stroud v. Grace, 606 A.2d 75, 84 (Del. 1992).
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An omitted fact is material if there is a substantial likelihood that
a reasonable shareholder would consider it important in deciding
how to vote .... It does not require proof of a substantial
likelihood that disclosure of the omitted fact would have caused
the reasonable investor to change his vote. What the standard
does contemplate is a showing of a substantial likelihood that,
under all the circumstances, the omitted fact would have assumed
actual significance in the deliberations of the reasonable
shareholder. Put another way, there must be a substantial
likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been
viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly
altered
9
the 'total mix' of information made available.
In the context of a short-form merger, shareholders do not need to cast
an informed vote on whether or not to effect the merger itself.'0 Instead,
"[w]here the only choice for minority shareholders is whether to accept the
merger consideration or seek appraisal, they must be given all of the factual
information that is material to that decision."" 1 Importantly, "[tihe parent need
not provide all the information necessary for the stockholder to reach an
independent determination of fair value; only that information material to the
decision of whether or not to seek appraisal is required."'12 Clearly, some
financial data about the company is materially relevant to the decision of
whether or not to seek appraisal, but such disclosure is ultimately asymptotic; it
eventually becomes an exercise in diminishing returns. Additional information
may always be helpful, but "[o]mitted facts are not material simply because
they might be helpful[; ... ] there must be a substantial likelihood that the
undisclosed information would significantlyalterthe total mix of information
alreadyprovided."13 Thus, "plaintiffs must explain why receiving information
in addition to the basic financial data already
disclosed will significantly alter
4
available.'
information
of
the total mix

9
Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Co., 493 A.2d 929, 944 (Del. 1985) (quoting TSC Indus., Inc. v.
Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438,449 (1976)).
l0 Glassman v. Unocal Exploration Corp., 777 A.2d 242, 247 (Del. 2001) ("[In a § 253
merger, tihe minority shareholders receive no advance notice of the merger; their directors do not
consider or approve it; and there is no vote.").
1Id. at 248 (emphasis added).
12In re Unocal Exploration Corp. S'holders Litig., 793 A.2d 329, 352 (Del. Ch. 2000),
affd, Glassman,
777 A.2d 929.
13 Skeen v. Jo-Ann Stores, Inc., 750 A.2d 1170, 1174 (Del. 2000) (emphasis added).
4
1In re Checkfree S'holders Litig., C.A. No. 3193-CC, 2007 WL 262188, at *2 (Del. Ch.

Nov. 1, 2007) (emphasis added).
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Here, defendants concede there was at least one problem with the notice
distributed to minority shareholders: the wrong version of the appraisal statute
was attached. The Delaware appraisal statute explicitly requires its inclusion
in any notice of a merger giving rise to appraisal rights. 5 It is undisputed that
the Notice attached a noncurrent version of § 262, and this represents a clear
violation.' 6 The parties disagree on the scope of the proper remedy, and they
also dispute the materiality of the plaintiffs other alleged disclosure violations.
Plaintiff alleges there was a material omission because the Notice did
not disclose how Kanner set the $20 per share price. Defendants argue that it
cannot be material, because it could not matter in the context of a short-form
merger. Specifically, defendants argue that in a short-form merger the parent
has no obligation to set a fair price and, therefore, has no obligation to explain
how or why the price set is fair. Moreover, the defendants contend, holding
that the process by which Kanner set the merger price was material would lead
to a foolish per se rule. Defendants then list a series of absurd, hypothetical
"methods" Kanner could have used, which range from unreliable valuation
software to rolling dice.' 7 Because Kanner utilized the short-form merger
statute, he did not have to set a fair price and, therefore, could have used any
method-no matter how absurd-to set the merger consideration.
Defendants
18
argue that disclosure of his methodology is unnecessary.
Defendants' argument entirely misses the mark, however, because the
issue is not about necessity-it is about materiality. In the context of Pubco,
an unregistered company that made no public filings and whose Notice was
relatively terse and short on details, the method by which Kanner set the

"See 8 Del. C. § 262(d)(2) ("[the] corporation... shall include in any such notice a copy of
this section").
16
See Nebel v. Sw. Bancorp, Inc., C.A. No. 13618, 1995 WL 405750, at *6 (Del. Ch.
July 5, 1995). The defendants do argue that the "unintentional attachment of the previous version of
the appraisal statute was immaterial" (Defs.' Reply Br. at 3), but then-Vice Chancellor Jacobs
dismissed this same argument in Nebel. There, he wrote, "[in my view, any argument that [a
technical violation of the appraisal statute] is 'immaterial' is foreclosed by the mandatory nature of
the statutory requirement .... Where the legislature so commands but the command is not observed,
the corporation cannot be heard to argue that its violation of the statute is not material." 1995 WL
405750, at *6; see also Jackson v. Turnbull, C.A. No. 13042, 1994 WL 174668, at *6 (Del. Ch.
Feb. 8, 1994) ("Our Supreme Court has emphasized the need for stockholders to strictly comply with
the formalities of § 262 when seeking to exercise their appraisal rights. Corporations should be held
to the same standard." (citation omitted)).
17See Defs.' Answering Br. at 7.
8
' See, e.g., Defs.' Reply Br. at 2 (arguing that disclosure is adequate "[i]fthe information in
a § 253 notice of merger is sufficient for a minority shareholder to decide whether to exercise
appraisal rights" (emphasis added)); Defs.' Answering Br. at 17 ("The information provided in
Pubco's Notice was sufficient for Pubco's minority shareholders to either demand appraisal or lodge
informed inquiries with Pubco about the Merger price." (emphasis added)).
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merger consideration is a fact that is substantially likely to alter the total mix of
information available to the minority shareholders. Where, as here, a minority
shareholder needs to decide only whether to accept the merger consideration or
to seek appraisal, the question is partially one of trust: can the minority
shareholder trust that the price offered is good enough, or does it likely
undervalue the Company so significantly that appraisal is a worthwhile
endeavor? When faced with such a question, it would be material to know that
the price offered was set by arbitrarily rolling dice. In a situation like Pubco's,
where so little information is available about the Company, such a disclosure
would significantly change the landscape with respect to the decision of
whether or not to trust the price offered by the parent. This does not mean that
Kanner should have provided picayune details about the process he used to set
the price; it simply means he should have disclosed in a broad sense what that
process was, assuming he followed a process at all and did not simply choose a
number randomly. In a section 253 merger, the parent need not "set[] up
negotiating committees, hire[] independent financial and legal experts, etc."
because it need not "establish entire fairness."' 19 Nevertheless, the minority
shareholders of an unregistered, non-reporting company are entitled to know at
least whether the parent did or did not use such methods when setting the
merger consideration, because such a fact "would have assumed actual
significance in the deliberations of the reasonable shareholder ' 20 faced with the
decision of whether or not to trust and accept the price offered by the parent.
Plaintiffs other arguments about alleged disclosure violations are less
persuasive. Although plaintiff correctly notes that the description of the
Company left much to the imagination, plaintiff has not explained why
additional details about the products and services Pubco offered would have
been materially relevant to the decision of whether or not to seek appraisal.
Finally, plaintiff also challenges the financial information disclosed in the
Notice. Specifically, Berger argues that defendants committed a material
omission by failing to explain why the Company was sitting on $96 million in
cash and securities or what the Company planned to do with this money.
Plaintiffs argument on this point and plaintiffs other criticisms of the financial
information are effectively self-defeating. Plaintiff very rightly notes that the
financial disclosures reveal that the Company held cash and securities that
amounted to approximately $36 per share-$16 per share more than the
merger consideration. 2' This information does not indicate a material

19

2

Glassman v. Unocal Exploration Corp., 777 A.2d 242, 247-48 (Del. 2001).

Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Co., 493 A.2d 929, 944 (Del. 1985) (quoting TSC Indus., Inc. v.
Northway,
21 Inc., 426 U.S. 438,449 (1976)).
Compl. I 11.
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omission; it indicates that the minority shareholders should give serious
thought to pursuing appraisal rights. In effect, plaintiff demonstrates that the
financial information disclosed has allowed her to determine that she did not
trust the parent's valuation of the Company. 22 Because plaintiff has not
explained why additionaldisclosures would significantly alter the total mix of
information available in the Notice, she has not demonstrated the materiality of
her alleged omissions.
IV. REMEDY
A disclosure violation results in an irreparable injury,23 which implicates
the jurisdiction of this Court. Indeed, "the Court of Chancery has the inherent
powers of equity to adapt its relief to the particular rights and liabilities of each
party., 24 Where, as here, "the challenged merger has already occurred, the
disclosure claims might warrant rescission of the merger or (in cases where
rescission is impractical and the circumstances otherwise warrant) a recovery
of the monetary equivalent of rescission." 25 However, in the case of a shortform merger, rescissory remedies are unavailable for disclosure claims because
the merger was effective as a matter of law under section 253 before
disclosures were even made to the minority shareholders.26 In other words,
because a short-form merger does not require shareholder approval, the
inadequacy of disclosures cannot possibly have caused a merger to happen
where it otherwise would not have. Instead, minority shareholders have a

22

See also Pl.'s Opening Br. at 2 (noting that the limited over-the-counter trades occurred "at
a huge discount to the Company's fair value"). If Berger is able to conclude that such trades were at
a "huge discount to the Company's fair value," she must have had an understanding of the
Company's value. If in fact she had such an understanding, her argument that the financial
disclosures contained material omissions falls short, because it is unclear how additional disclosures
would alter
23 the total mix of information available.
See, e.g., In re Netsmart Techs. S'holders Litig., 924 A.2d 171, 207 (Del. Ch. 2007)
("[T]his court has typically found a threat of irreparable injury to exist when it appears stockholders
may make an important voting decision on inadequate disclosures."); ODS Techs., Inc. v. Marshall,
832 A.2d 1254, 1262 (Del. Ch. 2003) ("The threat of an uninformed stockholder vote constitutes
irreparable harm.").
24
Gilliland v. Motorola, Inc., 873 A.2d 305, 312 (Del. Ch. 2005) (quoting Hanby v.
Wereschak, 207 A.2d 369, 370 (Del. 1965)); see also Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 457 A.2d 701,714
(Del. 1983) (discussing "the Chancellor's powers ... to fashion any form of equitable and monetary
relief as may be appropriate .").
25
Nebel v. Sw. Bancorp, Inc., C.A. No. 13618, 1995 WL 405750, at *2 (Del. Ch. July 5,
1995).
26See 8 Del. C. § 253(a).
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statutory right to appraisal27in a merger under section 253, so a proper remedy
would preserve that right.

Such a remedy is a "quasi-appraisal." The parties seem to agree on this
point, but they disagree about how such a quasi-appraisal should be
implemented. Each side champions one case in particular. The plaintiff
argues that Nebel v. Southwest Bancorp, Inc.28 governs. There, the plaintiffs

alleged a series of disclosure violations, but the Court only found one to be
actionable: the company had inadvertently attached a page from another state's
appraisal statute to its notice of the short-form merger. 29 The Court ordered
that all minority shareholders should receive the difference between the merger
of their shares, which was determined in a
consideration and the "fair value"
3
parallel appraisal hearing. 0 The defendants, however, argue that Vice

Chancellor Lamb's more nuanced treatment of the quasi-appraisal remedy in
Gillilandv. Motorola,Inc.31 should govern this case. There, two years after a
short-form merger was effected, a minority shareholder brought a purported
class action challenging the disclosures in the notice of merger because the
notice did not include any financial information.32 The Court agreed despite
the fact that such financial information had been disclosed earlier during a
related tender offering. 3 3 Vice Chancellor Lamb noted that "Nebelappears to
assume, without deciding, that all minority stockholders should be entitled to
participate in the quasi-appraisal class without having to 'opt-in' or choose to
participate, as would be true of a real appraisal action." 34 Thus, the Court
Vice Chancellor
fashioned a quasi-appraisal remedy in greater detail because,
35
Lamb concluded, "Nebel does not address these issues."
The quasi-appraisal remedy fashioned in Gillilandattempted to mirror
as best as possible the statutory appraisal remedy. 36 Because I agree that Nebel
does not directly address the issue of defining the contours of the quasiappraisal remedy, and because I believe the Gillilandapproach wisely follows

27Cf. Arnoldv. Soc'yforSav. Bancorp, Inc., C.A. No. 12883, 1995 WL376919, at *7 (Del.
Ch. June 15, 1995) ("Where a misinformed stockholder could lose his right to a statutory appraisal,
this Court may provide a quasi-appraisal remedy to place those stockholders in the position they
would have
2 been in but for the board of directors' inadequate disclosure of material facts.").
1C.A.

29

No. 13618, 1995 WL 405750 (Del. Ch. July 5, 1995).

3

1d. at *7.
ld.

3'873 A.2d 305 (Del. Ch. 2005).
32
/d. at 307-08.
33Id. at 308; see also Gillilandv. Motorola, Inc., 859 A.2d 80 (Del. Ch.
2004).
34873
A.2d at 312.
35
ld

36

"

See id. at 312-15.
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the General Assembly's instructions by patterning itself after the statute, I
conclude this case is governed by Gilliland. The parties are directed to confer
and submit to the Court an order calling for a quasi-appraisal remedy based on
the Gillilanddecision. Thus, the order should require four things.
First, Pubco must make supplemental disclosures to address the
violations discussed above; namely, Pubco must disclose the method, if any,
used by Kanner to set the merger consideration and must include a correct and
current copy of the appraisal statute. Second, the order should "require
minority shareholders to make a choice to participate in the action, in order to
replicate the situation they would have faced if they had received proper
notice." 37 As in Gilliland,these "opt-in procedures... will not be as stringent
as those under the statute[, and] stockholders seeking to opt-in will need to
provide only proof of beneficial ownership of the [Pubco] shares on the merger
date." 38 Third, "this quasi-appraisal action should be structured to replicate a
modicum of the risk that would inhere if this were an actual appraisal action,
i.e., the risk that the Court will appraise [Pubco] at less than [$20] per share
and the dissenting stockholders will receive lessi than the merger
consideration." 3 9 1 am hopeful that the parties can agree on an amount that the
opt-in shareholders will need to place in escrow.40 Finally, the order should
then call for a valuation of the Pubco shares as of the date of the merger using
the method prescribed by the appraisal statute.4' In the event counsel are
unable to agree on a proposed form of order, each side should submit its own
proposal and the Court will simply select one.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

37
381d.

1d.

at 313.

39

1d.

'See
41

id. at 313-14.
1d. at 314.
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DAVID P. SIMONEITI ROLLOVER IRA v. MARGOLIS
No. 3694-VCN
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware,New Castle
June 27, 2008
Seth D. Rigrodsky, Esquire, and Brian D. Long, Esquire, of Rigrodsky &
Long, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; and Judith L. Spanier, Esquire, and Karin
E. Fisch, Esquire, of Abbey Spanier Rodd & Abrams, LLP, New York, New
York, of counsel, for plaintiff.
Donald J. Wolfe, Jr., Esquire, Arthur L. Dent, Esquire, and Berton W.
Ashman, Jr., Esquire, of Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP, Wilmington,
Delaware; and Wayne W. Smith, Esquire, Meryl L. Young, Esquire, T. Kevin
Roosevelt, Esquire, and Linda D. Lam, Esquire, of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
LLP, Irvine California, of counsel for defendants Jeffrey H. Margolis, Donald
J. Lothrop, Paul F. LeFort, Jerry P. Widman, Nancy H. Handel, L. William
Krause, and The TriZetto Group Inc.
Martin P. Tully, Esquire, Jon E. Abramczyk, Esquire, and John P. DiTomo,
Esquire, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP, Wilmington, Delaware;
and Yosef J. Riemer, Esquire, Mark W. Rasmussen, Esquire, and David S.
Flugman, Esquire, of Kirkland & Ellis LLP, New York, New York, of counsel,
for defendants Apax Partners, L.P., TZ Holdings, L.P., and TZ Merger Sub,
Inc.
NOBLE, Vice Chancellor
I. BACKGROUND
Plaintiff David P. Simonetti Rollover IRA brought this purported class
action individually and on behalf of all other public holders of the common
stock of Defendant The TriZetto Group, Inc. ("TriZetto" or the "Company")
and has moved for a preliminary injunction to prevent the Company and
Defendant Apax Partners, L.P., and affiliated entities' (collectively, "Apax"),
from consummating Apax's proposed acquisition of TriZetto by merger (the

'The affiliated entities are Defendants TZ Holdings, L.P. and TZ Merger Sub, Inc.
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"Merger"). The Individual Defendants, Jeffrey H. Margolis, Donald J.
Lothrop, Paul F. LeFort, Jerry P. Widman, Nancy H. Handel, and L. William
Krause, constitute TriZetto's board of directors (the "Board").
TriZetto, a publicly traded Delaware corporation headquartered in
Newport Beach, California, is in the business of developing, licensing, and
supporting proprietary and third-party software products for the healthcare
industry. Its products allow payers and others to improve the coordination of
benefits and care for healthcare consumers. Its clients include national and
regional health insurance plans and benefits administrators.
Defendant Margolis, TriZetto's chief executive officer and co-founder,
also serves as chairman of the Board. Margolis stands to receive over $43.5
million in cash from the Merger; approximately three-quarters of the proceeds
may be attributable to his individual holdings of TriZetto stock; the balance is
based on in-the-money options, restricted stock, and change in control
payments. Additionally, Margolis, along with other insiders, stands to receive
certain performance-based payments that would not otherwise be payable until
2010. The remaining five Individual Defendants are independent and
disinterested outside directors. The Company's directors and executive officers
and their affiliates had the right to vote approximately 9.1% of TriZetto's
43,123,786 outstanding shares as of May 19, 2008.
Apax is a private equity firm. Apax's acquisition is supported by two
regional health insurance companies, 2 which are also major customers of
TriZetto.
In the months leading up to November 2007, TriZetto was considering a
potential acquisition that would have required financing. To that end, TriZetto
considered a private investment in a public entity, or PIPE, financing (the
"PIPE Transaction"). Apax was one of the private equity firms interested in
the PIPE Transaction and, in that capacity, it received certain nonpublic
information about TriZetto, including management projections. Deutsche
Bank represented TriZetto in connection with the contemplated PIPE project;
UBS Investment Bank ("UBS"), part of UBS Securities, LLC, advised Apax.
The proposed acquisition and the PIPE Transaction were never consummated.3
Afterwards, several of the private equity firms involved in the abortive
PIPE Transaction orally indicated an interest in acquiring TriZetto. One of
thee firms was Apax, which orally expressed some interest in an acquisition

2

The regional health insurance companies are BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee
("BCBST") and The Regence Group ("Regence"), a consortium of several BlueCross BlueShield
ventures.3

1t was not clear until the end of November 2007 that the PIPE Transaction would not go

forward.
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with a price range of $24.50 to $26 per share. On November 26, 2007,
Margolis relayed these expressions of interest to the Board. At that meeting,
the Board authorized Margolis to meet with interested parties to discuss a
potential transaction preliminarily, but it directed that any serious interest
should be submitted to the Board in writing for its review. The Board also
instructed Margolis to contact UBS for its advice on any potential transaction.
UBS had served as TriZetto's investment banker in the past and was viewed as
having special expertise and experience in TriZetto's business sector.
Eventually, Apax would retain Deutsche Bank as its financial advisor in
connection with the Merger.
In early December 2007, TriZetto sent more nonpublic information to
Apax. It also provided similar information to Deutsche Bank, UBS, and
another potential financial bidder.4 Apax submitted a non-binding indication
of interest in a possible acquisition of TriZetto in a range of $21 to $23 per
share on December 7, 2007. On December 11, the other financial firm
submitted an indication of interest for $20 to $23 per share. A third financial
firm expressed its interest orally. Margolis reported these indications of
interest to the Board in a meeting on December 17. Margolis also informed
the Board that there might be other financial or strategic parties that would be
interested. On December 18, 2007, a third financial firm submitted a written
indication of interest at $21 to $23 per share.5 This submission was
considered by the Board on December 19, 2007. The Board then agreed to
meet the next day to discuss the process for soliciting and evaluating potential
acquirers.
At that meeting, Margolis informed the Board that he had received an
expression of interest from a potential strategic buyer earlier in the day. This
buyer is referred to in TriZetto's proxy statement (the "Proxy Statement") as
"Bidder A." The Board discussed TriZetto's prospects and concluded that it
was unlikely that its shares would trade at prices substantially above thencurrent levels. As a result, the Board decided that it should explore a possible
sale. Margolis told the Board that, in conjunction with UBS, he would attempt
to identify potential strategic buyers.
On December 28, 2007, at the Board's direction, each financial firm that
had submitted a written indication of interest was sent a letter stating that the
Board was reviewing its proposal and considering a response. On January 10,
2008, TriZetto's management and UBS developed a list of potential strategic
buyers. That day, Margolis provided the Board with a written update

4'he names of the other potential bidders are not disclosed because of confidentiality
concerns.5

1t is unclear whether this third firm was the same firm that expressed its interest orally.
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including a list of twelve potential strategic buyers. It was about this time that
Margolis began to anticipate that TriZetto's first quarter financial results might
be weak. For this reason, the Board believed that an expedited sale would be

advantageous.
By January 22, 2008, nineteen potential buyers, including Apax and
Bidder A, had been contacted to assess their interest. This group included
seven financial buyers and twelve strategic buyers. TriZetto entered into
confidentiality agreements with twelve of these potential buyers and gave them
access to an online data room with nonpublic information about the Company.
This information included updated versions of the nonpublic information sent
to Apax and others in early December 2007. These so-called "First Round
participants" were requested to submit written non-binding indications of
interest by February 4, 2008 (the "First Round"). These were to include price,
structure, financing, and other details. Written indications of interest were
received from seven of the First Round participants, including both financial
and strategic firms. Prices ranged from $21 to $26 per share; Apax and
BCBST submitted a joint proposal in the range of $23 to $25 per share; Bidder
A submitted a proposal in the range of $24 to $24.50 per share. Additionally,
UBS had received a written communication from a First Round participant
strategic buyer that had failed to meet the bidding deadline (the "Nonconforming Bidder"). This bidder failed to provide pricing information, but,
apparently because of its market strength and recognition, was asked to
submit a formal indication of interest including pricing and other information.
The Board met on February 8, 2008, to discuss the seven conforming
indications of interest and the communication received from the Nonconforming Bidder. Before the meeting, Margolis had provided the Board
with a memorandum recommending that Apax, 6 Bidder A and another
strategic bidder, Bidder B, be invited to a second round (the "Second Round").
At the meeting, however, the Board unanimously determined that the Nonconforming Bidder and another financial bidder ("Bidder Z") should be
involved in the Second Round. The Board had decided that including more
than five bidders in the Second Round would be overly cumbersome.
According to the Proxy Statement, "[b]ased on the price and other terms
reflected in the bids," the Board agreed to invite two strategic and two
financial buyers that had submitted conforming bids to the Second Round, as
well as the Non-conforming Bidder. The three firms not invited to participate
in the Second Round were financial firms that, according to the Proxy

6

References to Apax may include BCBST and Regence as appropriate.
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Statement, were eliminated because of their "proposed prices and perceived
inabilities to consummate a transaction."
From February 8 until March 7, the remaining five bidders were given
increased access to due diligence materials and afforded opportunities to meet
with TriZetto's management. Second Round participants were notified to
submit final bids in writing by March 7, 2008, providing final price, financing,
and other information, as well as a markup of a draft merger agreement.
Between February 8 and March 7, the bidders continued to conduct due
diligence. Between February 15 and February 22, all five bidders met with
TriZetto's management and received formal management presentations. On
February 28, 2008, one of the strategic bidders withdrew. On March 7, Bidder
A submitted a written bid at $24.50 to $26 per share; the following day, Apax
submitted a bid at $23 per share. The two remaining bidders, the Nonconforming Bidder and Bidder Z, expressed continuing interest, but failed to
comply with the requirement to submit a definitive proposal.
On March 11, 2008, the Board met and decided to pursue a transaction
with Bidder A while also encouraging Apax to increase its price. On
March 14, the Board met again and learned from Margolis that progress had
been made toward finalizing a merger agreement with Bidder A and that
Bidder A's board was scheduled to consider approving the transaction at a
meeting on March 17. Around this time, Apax sent TriZetto a revised offer,
again at $23 per share.
Margolis informed the Board on March 17 that Bidder A had decided
not to pursue an acquisition of TriZetto. The Board met the following day to
discuss its strategy going forward in light of Bidder A's withdrawal. The
Company determined to encourage Apax, which by this point also had the
support of Regence, to increase its offer price. Negotiations ensued between
March 20 and March 25. On March 22,2008, Apax informed TriZetto that it
was working to extend its bank financing commitment. Apax also indicated
that its bid would likely fall below its most recent $23 bid.
On March 25, Margolis apprised the Board of the ongoing negotiations,
including Apax's intention to reduce its bid, and informed the Board of Apax's
financing prospects. On March 28, Apax sent the Board a revised proposal for
the purchase price of $21 per share. The Board found this proposal, which
also limited its ability to consider superior proposals from other participants,
unacceptable during a meeting on March 28. The following day, Margolis had
contact with an Apax representative, and they agreed to meet on March 30. At
the meeting, Margolis told the Apax representative that Apax would have to
increase its offer price. Apax indicated its $21 price was firm. Margolis also
exchanged several emails with an Apax representative on March 30; his
purpose was to attain a higher price.
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That evening, the Board met and was updated with Margolis's progress,
including Apax's willingness to eliminate limitations on the Board's ability to
consider superior proposals. The Board scheduled a meeting for the next day
to consider any potential price increase from Apax.
When the Board met on March 31, 2008, it was informed that Apax's
price remained unchanged at $21 per share. The Board decided to reject
Apax's offer and to cease negotiations. TriZetto requested Apax to return or
destroy all materials connected to the proposed transaction on April 3.
Two days later, on April 5, Apax sent the Board a revised bid of $22 per
share. The Board met on April 8, 2008, and authorized management and its
outside counsel to negotiate a definitive merger agreement with Apax. On
April 10, 2007, the Board considered the merger agreement (the "Merger
Agreement") and UBS's analysis that $22 was a fair price.7 The Board
unanimously approved the Merger Agreement with the six directors present
voting in favor; a seventh director had excused himself before the vote but
indicated his support. The agreement was executed the following day.
The merger price of $22 per share represents a 29% premium over
TriZetto's market price immediately before announcement of the transaction.
Despite the Board's prerogative to consider a "superior offer," none has
emerged. TriZetto's shareholders are scheduled to meet on June 30, 2008, to
consider the Merger.
II. CONTENTIONS
As described more fully below, the Plaintiff contends that an order
preliminarily enjoining the merger should issue because the Defendants have
violated their duty of disclosure and because the Board failed to maximize
shareholder value. The Plaintiffs also assert that irreparable harm will occur
without interim injunctive relief and that the equities favor the issuance of an
injunction.
The Defendants disagree and answer that the Plaintiff has failed to
demonstrate a reasonable probability of success on the merits of any of its
claims and that the Plaintiff has not shown that irreparable harm will occur in
the absence of interim relief. The Defendants also argue that an interim
injunction might interfere with the transaction and deny the TriZetto
stockholders the benefit of merger consideration reflecting a significant
premium to previous market pricing and, also, that delay might even

7

UBS stands to receive a fee in excess of $11 million if the Merger closes. In addition, it
holds other interests in TriZetto which are to be cashed out if the transaction is consummated.
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jeopardize the favorable reverse termination fee that TriZetto would receive if
Apax is unable to complete the financing for its acquisition.

m. ANALYSIS
A. PreliminaryInjunction Standard
In order to obtain the "extraordinary remedy" of a preliminary
injunction, the Plaintiff must establish: (1) that it has a reasonable probability
of success on the merits of its claims at trial; (2) that it will suffer imminent,
irreparable harm if its application is denied; and (3) that the harm to the
Plaintiff and the class it purports to represent, if the preliminary injunction is
not granted, will outweigh the harm to the Defendants and the class if the relief
is granted. 8
B. Probabilityof Success
1. "Revlon" Claims
TriZetto's directors, in order to satisfy their fiduciary duties, were
obligated, in this sale of control context, "to secure the transaction offering the
best value reasonably available for the stockholders." 9 The Court is thus
called upon by Revlon l° and its progeny to assess the adequacy of the auction
process employed by the Board under an enhanced scrutiny standard.
Ultimately, the Board's actions, if they are to be sustained, must fall within a
"range of reasonableness."" The Court, in assessing the conduct of the Board,
must also recognize that there is "no single blueprint" for the directors to
follow. 12

The Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate any reasonable probability of
success on the merits of its Revlon claims. The record reflects that TriZetto
attempted to elicit the interest of nineteen potential acquirers, including
strategic and financial entities; the auction process spanned several months
and featured multiple rounds of bidding with five potential suitors invited to

8See, e.g., Concord Steel v. Wilmington Steel ProcessingCo., Inc., 2008 WL 902406, at *4
(Del. Ch. Apr. 3,2008); Cox v. Crawford-Emery,2007 WL433775, at *3 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30,2007).
There are9 also instances in which consideration of the public interest may also be necessary.
ParamountCommc'ns, Inc. v. QVC Network, Inc., 637 A.2d 34,44 (Del. 1994); see also
In re Netsmart Techs., Inc. S'holders Litig., 924 A.2d 171, 192 (Del. Ch. 2007).
1
°Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & ForbesHoldings, Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del. 1985).
"See In re Toys "R" Us S'holder Litig., 877 A.2d 975, 1001 (Del. Ch. 2005).
12Barkan v. Amsted Indus., Inc., 567 A.2d 1279, 1286 (Del. 1989).
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the Second Round; moreover, the Board was actively engaged, holding at least
fifteen meetings to discuss the process and being regularly informed by its
management, investment advisor, and outside legal counsel throughout.
In particular, the Plaintiff challenges management's, and especially
Margolis's, alleged favoritism for Apax. As directed by the Board, Margolis
did meet early on with Apax; he also met with other interested parties. It is
reasonably apparent that Apax, before the First Round, had an informational
advantage in the earliest stages of the sale process, but that advantage
dissipated by January 2008 because of the Board's decision to share certain
nonpublic information broadly with all interested bidders who were willing to
sign an appropriate confidentiality agreement. Thus, by the time of the First
Round, Apax had no informational edge.
Moreover, any lingering favoritism to Apax is belied by two key events
during the course of the process. First, the Board allowed more parties,
including the Non-conforming Bidder, which was thought to be especially
capable financially to complete any acquisition, into the Second Round of the
negotiation process, even though Margolis did not initially recommend
inclusion of that potential bidder and one other which also was invited to
participate. Second, the Board initially chose Bidder A, not Apax, as its
preferred acquirer. Apax was only able to negotiate the Merger Agreement
because Bidder A, for its own reasons in no way attributable to Margolis,
chose to drop out of the process.13 In sum, the selection process was fair: it was
comprehensive, it was sophisticated, and it was open. Nothing about the
process, as developed in the record, would allow a court to second-guess the
conduct of the Board or to conclude in any way that the Board's conduct, even
when measured under an enhanced judicial scrutiny standard, was anything
other than reasonable.
2. Disclosure Claims
Although the Plaintiff has alleged a sizeable number of individual
disclosure claims, the Court, as did the Plaintiff and the Defendants at
argument, will focus its attention on two broad categories of challenged
omissions from the Proxy Statement: (i) its treatment of information
concerning the Merger's financial advisors; and (ii) its description of certain
aspects of the sale process.

13

For a discussion of a string of emails involving Margolis and quoted by the Plaintiff, see
infra Part III(B)(2)(c)(ii)
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a. The DisclosureFramework
When the directors of a Delaware corporation seek shareholder action,
they are bound by their fiduciary duties of due care and loyalty to "disclose
fully and fairly all material information within the board's control."' 14 The
information disclosed must not be misleading. The critical inquiry in resolving
disclosure issues frequently whether the alleged omission or misrepresentation
is material. Materiality is determined in accordance with the standard
announced by the United States Supreme Court in TSC Industries, Inc v.
Northway, Inc.:15
An omitted fact is material if there is a substantial likelihood that
a reasonable shareholder would consider it important in deciding
how to vote .... Put another way, there must be a substantial
likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been
altered
viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly
16
the "total mix" of information made available.
A plaintiff is not required to demonstrate that a challenged omission would
change a stockholder's vote if it were disclosed; instead, a plaintiff must show
that when considered in light of the circumstances, the omitted information

would have been significant to a reasonable shareholder's decision. 17 Omitted
facts, however, are not rendered "material simply because they might be
helpful."' 8 Materiality is a mixed question of law and fact determined from the
perspective of the reasonable shareholder, and the plaintiff bears the burden of
demonstrating materiality. 19

14Gantlerv.Stephens, 2008 WL401124, at *19 (Del. Ch. Feb. 14,2008). See also Malone
v. Brincat,722 A.2d 5, 10 (Del. 1998). For a detailed discussion of the fiduciary foundations of
directors' disclosure obligations, see In re TranskaryoticTherapies,Inc. 2008 WL 2462767, at *8-9
(Del. Ch. June 19, 2008).
's426 U.S. 438, 449 (1976); Rosenblan v. Getty Oil Co., 493 A.2d 929, 944 (Del. 1985)
(adopting16 the TSC Industries standard).
Gander, 2008 WL 401124, at *19 (quoting TSC Industries)(omission in original).
17E.g., Zirn v. VLI Corp., 621 A.2d 773, 779 (Del. 1993).
18Skeen v. Jo-Ann Stores, Inc., 750 A.2d 1170, 1174 (Del. 2000).
191n re CheckFreeCorp. S'holdersLitig., 2007 WL 3262188, at *2 (Del. Ch. Nov. 1, 2007).
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b. The FinancialAdvisors
The first group of challenged omission concerns TriZetto's disclosures
regarding its financial advisor, UBS, and its previous financial advisor,
Deutsche Bank. Specifically, the Plaintiff questions (i) the Proxy Statement's
treatment of TriZetto's retention of UBS and Apax's retention of Deutsche
Bank in connection with the Merger; (ii) the Proxy Statement's failure to
quantify certain facets of UBS's interest in the transaction; and (iii) the Proxy
Statement's failure to disclose that UBS chose to use the Company's most
conservative projections, as the basis for the fairness opinion, instead of the
more favorable projections established by management before any sale of the
Company was anticipated. The Court finds merit in the second challenge.
(i) Retention of Financial Advisors
The Plaintiff complains that the Proxy Statement does not adequately
convey that UBS, shortly before being retained by TriZetto to act as its
financial advisor on the Merger, had worked for Apax in connection with the
abandoned PIPE Transaction and that Deutsche Bank, which had recently
advised TriZetto on the PIPE Transaction, was now advising Apax in
connection with the Merger.
In regard to the Board's decision to retain UBS, the Court finds little that
the Proxy Statement could have added for the shareholders' benefit. The Proxy
Statement reports that the Board "instructed Mr. Margolis to contact TriZetto's
financial advisor, [UBS], to request UBS's assistance., 20 The Proxy Statement
also notes that UBS and its affiliates had "acted as joint bookrunner in
connection with a convertible notes offering by TriZetto in April 2007," "acted
as a counterparty in connection with the related bond hedge and warrant
transactions entered into by TriZetto (referred to as the BHW Transaction),"
"provided certain cash management services to Tri-Zetto," and acted as "a
participant in a credit facility of TriZetto. ''21 It explains that the Board selected
UBS as its financial advisor "because UBS is an internationally recognized
investment banking firm with substantial experience in similar transactions and
because of UBS's familiarity with TriZetto and its business. '22 These
disclosures were sufficient to describe

20

Proxy Statement at 21.
1d. at 36.
22
1d.
21
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Apax's retention of Deutsche Bank is a more vigorously argued claim.
The Plaintiff submits that the Proxy Statement lacks critical contextual
disclosures, including that the team of bankers that advised Apax on the
Merger was substantially the same as the team that had advised the Company
on the PIPE Transaction and that Deutsche Bank had access to certain
nonpublic information, including insight into TriZetto's business and
operations.
Although the Proxy Statement perhaps does not provide as much
information as a shareholder would think optimal, the Court concludes that its
disclosures regarding Deutsche Bank are adequate. The Proxy Statement
discloses that TriZetto was considering the PIPE Transaction in November of
2007 and that Deutsche Bank had acted as its financial advisor.23 It also
discloses that Deutsche Bank advised Apax on the Merger.24 Thus, the
stockholders are made aware that the same investment bank that had
represented TriZetto in November 2007 was representing its potential acquirer
through the Merger. No further disclosures on this point would have altered
the total mix of information available, viz., that the same investment bank had
represented parties with opposed interests in the Merger in temporal
proximity.
With respect to Apax's access to certain nonpublic information, the
record indicates that any such information provided to Deutsche Bank in
connection with the PIPE Transaction was likely revealed to all bidders
eventually through similar or updated information included in the due diligence data room.25 Although the Court has some reservation that Deutsche
Bank may have acquired some insight into TriZetto's institutional temperament and mood through its interactions with TriZetto's management, such a
speculative inference is not substantiated in the record and does not support a
holding of materiality.26
Consequently, the Court concludes that TriZetto was not obligated to
provide additional disclosures in the Proxy Statement concerning UBS's and
Deutsche Bank's engagement in the Merger.

23
24

1d. at 20.
1d. at 24. It is unclear who, if anyone, consented on behalf of TriZetto to Apax's

engagement of Deutsche Bank.
25For more discussion of Apax's access to nonpublic information, see infra Part

m(B)(2)(c)(ii).
26

See In re Transkaryotic Therapies,2008 WL 2462767, at *1 ("[Tlheories alone cannot

lead to liability.").
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(ii) UBS's Interest in the Merger
The Plaintiffs next challenge to the adequacy of TriZetto's disclosures
arises out of UBS's separate financial interest in the Merger. The Proxy
Statement provides that under the terms of UBS's engagement, TriZetto agreed
to pay UBS a fee of approximately $11.3 million, "a significant portion" of
which is contingent upon the Merger's closing.27 The Plaintiff does not dispute
the adequacy of this disclosure. The Proxy Statement also declares, "As of the
date of UBS's opinion, UBS and its affiliates held (i) warrants to acquire
TriZetto common stock that were issued by TriZetto as a part of the BHW
Transaction and (ii) convertible notes of TriZetto... , and would be entitled to
receive, upon consummation of the merger, cancellation payments relating to
such warrants and the conversation value and certain make-whole payments
relating to such notes." 28 The Plaintiff does dispute the sufficiency of this
disclosure, but contends that the value of these notes and warrants should have
been quantified either in the form of a specific value or range of values. At
argument, the Defendants indicated, presumably because TriZetto would not
survive the Merger, that holders of the notes and warrants would be entitled to
receive cash payments upon, or at some point shortly after, consummation of
the Merger. The Defendants rejoin that UBS's interest is clearly set forth in the
proxy and that the value of UBS's notes and warrants is not currently
quantifiable because their value is dependent upon several factors that can only
be determined after the Merger.
In resolving this issue, the Court is tasked with two inquiries: determining whether the extent of UBS's interest in the transaction is material and,
if so, whether that interest is quantifiable. The financial advisor's opinion of
financial fairness for a proposed transaction is one of the most important
process-based underpinnings of a board's recommendation of a transaction to
its stockholders and, in turn, for the stockholders' decisions on the
appropriateness of the transaction. Thus, it is imperative for the stockholders
to be able to understand what factors might influence the financial advisor's
analytical efforts. In this instance, if the Merger occurs, UBS not only would
receive a substantial fee if the Merger is consummated, but also it would
receive certain benefits as the holder of various TriZetto obligations. It
appears that its debt holdings will be cashed out and the complex
hedge/warrant arrangement will be unwound. Turning debt into cash, perhaps

27

Proxy Statement at 35.
The Plaintiff has objected to the inclusion of these disclosures under a
subheading of "Miscellaneous" in the Proxy Statement's "Opinion of TriZetto's Financial Advisor"
section. The Court finds no fault requiring remedy on this basis.
28Id. at 36.
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at something of a premium, confers a significant benefit, especially in the
current economic environment. It is not simply the magnitude of UBS's
holdings, but how those obligations will be treated as a result of the Merger.
A financial advisor's own proprietary financial interest in a proposed
transaction must be carefully considered in assessing how much credence to
give its analysis. For that reason, the peculiar benefits of the Merger to UBS,
29
beyond its expected fee, must also be disclosed to TriZetto's stockholders.
In this instance, full and complete disclosure requires quantification.
The Court is satisfied that the value of UBS's note holdings can be quantified,
at least in the form of a range of values. From the record, it appears the note
holdings are amenable to mathematical valuation by reference to the number of
notes held by UBS and the amount of make-whole payments, which are
dependent on the transaction price and the date of the closing. 30 Similarly,
although the record indicates that quantifying the value of the warrants will not
be an easy undertaking, the Court is satisfied that their value may be
quantified, again at least in the form of a range. At oral argument, TriZetto's
counsel asserted that "it's not possible to put a range on [the warrants].' 3 1 The
record, however, belies this assertion. James Brennan, a UBS managing
director who has worked in finance since 1984, stated in deposition:
At a number of points in the process, we attempted to describe to
potential buyers of TriZetto the consequences to the buyer of
buying the company arising from these convertible notes, both
strips of convertible notes and the bond hedge and warrant
transaction, at various theoretical transaction prices in order to
help them assess the liabilities of the company they would
acquire .... It was a range of numbers .... We shared [the
numbers] with potential bidders and put [the information] into
the data room.32
Undoubtedly, some negotiation will be required; all uncertainty at this
point-whether because of market fluctuation or bargaining success-cannot
be eliminated.

29

0f course, the extent of UBS's holdings will only prove to be material if they are of

sufficient magnitude. The Court is satisfied that the Plaintiff has met its burden of demonstrating
that there is a reasonable probability UBS's holdings will surpass that threshold.
3°See Deposition of Ali Satvat at 165-69. Ali Satvat is a senior associate at Apax who
focuses on the healthcare sector; he worked on both the PIPE Transaction and the Merger.
3'Oral Argument Tr. at 72, June 23, 2008.
32
Deposition of James Brennan at 47-48. Thus, the "quantification" has already occurred.
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Because the Plaintiff has demonstrated a reasonable probability of
success in proving UBS's holdings material and susceptible to quantification,
the Plaintiff has shown that additional disclosures as to UBS's potential
financial benefits from the Merger are warranted.33

(iii) TriZetto's Projections
Finally, the Plaintiff argues that the Proxy Statement fails to disclose
that the financial forecasts TriZetto directed UBS to use in formulating its
fairness opinion were the most conservative of management's available
projections. TriZetto's management prepared three sets of projections: Cases,
1, 2, and 3. Case 1 was a relatively pessimistic forecast; Case 2 was an
intermediate forecast, and Case 3 was a more optimistic forecast.34 The
Plaintiff argues the Proxy Statement's failure to disclose the existence of more
optimistic projections, especially Case 2, was a material omission. In reply, the
TriZetto Defendants argue that the projections used by UBS were
management's best estimates; that the Case I projections were consistent with
the revenue guidance provided to Wall Street in February 2008; and that in
April, when UBS rendered its opinion, management expected to miss its first
quarter expectations.
As discussed above, a financial advisor's opinion regarding the fairness
of a potential transaction figures prominently in a shareholder's decision where
she would receive cash in exchange for her shares. This Court has said that
"stockholders are entitled to a fair summary of the substantive work performed
by the investment bankers upon whose advice the recommendations of their
board as to how to vote ... rely. 35 This is because "[t]he real informative
value of the banker's work is not in its bottom-line conclusion, but in the
valuation analysis that buttresses that result." 36 Accordingly, in In re Pure
Resources, Inc. this Court held a proxy statement deficient that did not disclose
"any substantive portions" of the bankers' work.37

33

Although disclosure of speculative information is not required, see Arnold v. Soc'yfor
Sav. Bancorp,Inc., 650 A.2d 1270, 1280 (Del. 1994) ("[A]s an abstraction, Delaware law does not
require disclosure of inherently unreliable or speculative information which would tend to confuse
stockholders or inundate them with an overload of information."), in this case the Court concludes
that additional disclosure is warranted because the range of value will provide stockholders with an
understanding of the relative significance of UBS's holdings and any possible Merger-related
incentives that may result.
34See
Long Aff., Ex. 44 (the projection case scenarios).
35
1n re Pure Res., Inc. S'holders Litig., 808 A.2d at 421, 449 (Del. Ch. 2002).
361d. at 449.
37
1d. at 448-50.
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The key assumptions made by a banker in formulating his opinion are of
paramount importance to the stockholders because any valuation analysis is
heavily dependent upon the projections utilized. A proxy statement should
"give the stockholders the best estimate of the company's future cash flows as
of the time the board approved the [transaction]."38 In that regard, Delaware
39
law places a premium on management's predictions of future performance.
Thus, in In re Netsmart Technologies, Inc., this Court held it a material
omission where a proxy statement did not disclose the actual updated
projections that a banker utilized in assessing a transaction's fairness,
disclosure of an earlier set of projections was not required where the disclosed
projections were deemed more current and more accurate by management. 40
In the instant case, the Proxy Statement supplies the projections given to
UBS, the Case 1 projections, and recites that "management believed the [the
projections provided to UBS] were reasonable at the time.",41 UBS's fairness
opinion, appended to the Proxy Statement as Annex B, also states that UBS
prepared its fairness opinion assuming at TriZetto's direction that the
projections reflected management's best estimates as to TriZetto's future
performance.4 2 In his deposition, UBS banker Brennan agreed.43 As the
Defendants argue, TriZetto's management foresaw a disappointing first quarter
in 2008.44 According to Margolis, TriZetto began to predict weak first quarter
results sometime in January of 2008. 45 The numbers set forth in the Proxy
Statement closely correspond to a Form 8-K filed shortly thereafter in early
February 2008, stating that TriZetto expected revenues between $480 to $500
million for the full year of 2008.46 The Proxy Statement sets forth projections
estimating full year 2008 revenues at $495.8 million; by way of comparison,
Case 2 estimates 2008 revenues at $507.5 million.
Although including the more optimistic projections in the Proxy
Statement and then explaining why they were not relied upon may have been
somewhat helpful to stockholders, it is doubtful that any such additional
disclosures would have materially altered the total mix of information
provided. Under In re Pure Resources and In re Netsmart Technologies,

"In re Netsmart Techs., 924 A.2d at 203.
39
See, e.g., id.
4°
4 1See id. at 200-04.
Proxy Statement at 30. The projections were prepared during the first quarter of 2008.
42
See Proxy Statement, Annex B, at 2.
43
Brennan Dep. at 60.
"Deposition of Jeffrey Margolis at 102-03 ("I saw a looming weakness in our potential Q1
results. Q1 '08 results.").
45See In re Netsmart Techs., 924 A.2d at 203.
46See Ashman Aff., Ex. 59 (the Form 8-K).
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Delaware law requires that directors disclose the substance of the investment
banker's work, which usually depends in part upon management's best
estimates. The Proxy Statement meets that standard. The record indicates that
the projections used by UBS reflected management's best estimates at the time.
Given this, the Plaintiff has failed to meet its burden of showing how
disclosing lower-probability projections would have been considered material
by the reasonable stockholder. 47
c. The Sale Process
The second set of challenged disclosures concerns the sale process,
including Apax's alleged favored status. In this vein, the Plaintiff questions the
Proxy Statement's sufficiency chiefly based on two omissions. First, the
Plaintiff challenges the Proxy Statement's failure to disclose TriZetto's
justification for rejecting bids-especially that there was an asserted "breaking
point" of $23 per share for a bidder to continue on to the Second Round-and
the Company's failure to reengage previously rejected bidders, particularly the
Non-conforming Bidder and Bidder Z (a major private equity firm), after
Apax's bid fell to $21 a share in late March 2008. Second, the Plaintiff
contends that TriZetto favored Apax during the sale process, pointing to
management's contact with Apax and that entity's unique access to nonpublic
information. For the following reasons, the Court determines that the Plaintiff
has no reasonable probability of success with respect to these claims.
(i) The "Breaking Point" and TriZetto's Decision Not to
Reengage Rejected Bidders
Although TriZetto concedes that the Board decided that it would only
invite bidders proposing price ranges including $23 or higher to the Second
Round,4 8 the Proxy Statement is silent regarding any breaking point. Instead, it
provides that of the seven conforming bidders, the Board selected three to
continue onto the Second Round based on price and other bid terms. 49 The
Proxy Statement also states that the three dismissed bidders were not invited to
the Second Round because of "their proposed prices and perceived inabilities
to consummate a transaction." 50 Additionally, the Proxy Statement reveals that
the Non-conforming Bidder was asked to participate in the Second Round

7
Cf. In re CheckFree Corp., 2007 WL 3262188, at *23.
48See TriZetto Defs.' Answering Br. at 17-18.
49See
50 Proxy Statement at 22.

/d.
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because of its size, reputation, and ability to close a potential transaction. The
Proxy Statement reports that bids ranged from $21 to $26 per share, including
bids from Bidder A at a price range of $24 to $24.50 per share and from Apax
at $23 to $25 per share.
Distilled, the Plaintiff contends that because the Board chose to reject
bids below $23 on February 8, 2008, and Apax's bid ultimately fell below that
price point, TriZetto should have disclosed its decision not to invite bidders
submitting offers below $23 to the Second Round. Although revealing the
breaking point may have been desirable, the Plaintiff has failed to show that
disclosing it would alter the total mix of information available to the
stockholders. By disclosing that there was some initial interest as high as $26,
the Proxy Statement made shareholders aware that some potential bidders-at
least in February, 2008-may have been willing to pay more than the
Transaction Price.
The Plaintiff also contends that the Proxy Statement should have
revealed that TriZetto failed to reengage previously rejected bidders and that it
even turned some of these bidders away after expressions of interest continued.
The Proxy Statement provides that three of the seven conforming bidders were
rejected on February 8, 2008, leaving four conforming bidders and the Nonconforming bidder.5' The Proxy Statement relates that one of the Second
Round participants withdrew on February 28 and that two other bidders, the
Non-conforming Bidder and Bidder Z, failed to submit definitive proposals by
the March 7 deadline.5 2 Thus, at this point along the Proxy Statement's
chronology, only Bidder A and Apax remained. The Proxy Statement does not
discuss the Non-conforming Bidder or Bidder Z, again in connection with the
sale process. Likewise, after its description of the Board's determination as to
which bidders to invite to the Second Round, the Proxy Statement does not
mention the rejected First Round bidders again. Consequently, a fair reading
of the Proxy Statement reveals that after March 11, 2008, only Bidder A and
Apax were considered.
Therefore, the Proxy Statement makes the following information
available: some bidders initially expressed interest as high as $26 per share;
Bidder A was selected partly based on its bid of $24.50 to $26 per share in
early March; after March 11, only Bidder A and Apax were considered; Bidder
A withdrew its offer on March 17; Apax's bid was $21 on March 28; and as of
April 11, the Transaction Price was $22. This information is sufficient to
inform shareholders that even after Apax's bid was lowered to $21 per share,

51
1d.
52

at 22-23.

Id. at 23.
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other offers were not seriously considered. Accordingly, the Proxy Statement
satisfactorily discloses that previously rejected bidders were not reengaged.
As to the continued interest of previous bidders, our law is clear that
when fiduciaries choose to provide the history of a transaction, they have an
obligation to provide shareholders with "an accurate, full, and fair characterization of those historic events. 5 3 This does not mean, however, that a
board must give a "play-by-play" recitation of the events leading up a
transaction. 54 In the usual case, where a board has not received a firm offer or
has declined to continue negotiations with a potential acquirer because it has
not received an offer worth pursuing, disclosure is not required. 55 The Plaintiff
has failed to demonstrate that any previously rejected bidder put forward what
could be characterized as approaching a firm offer in March 2008 (or
thereafter). The record shows that although the Non-conforming Bidder and
Bidder Z continued to express interest in TriZetto, Bidder Z had requested
approximately four more weeks to conduct due diligence and the Nonconforming Bidder had requested three to four more weeks of due diligence
and an exclusivity agreement. No one had put forth a firm offer and there is no
reason to believe that any firm offer would be forthcoming. The potential
interest of others is mere speculation and, thus, not material.
Accordingly, the Plaintiff has failed to show that the breaking point or
TriZetto's failure to reengage previously rejected bidders are material
omissions.
(ii) Apax's Status in the Sale Process
A central theme in the Plaintiffs moving papers is that Apax was a
favored bidder in the sale process. Although perhaps better presented as a
substantive claim, the Plaintiff has brought disclosure challenges related to this
issue that, as with the substantive claim, the Court finds unavailing.
The Plaintiff argues that the Proxy Statement's failure to disclose that
Apax was given access to important nonpublic information about the Company
before the initiation of the bidding process is a material omission. The Court
disagrees. In connection with the PIPE Transaction, Apax received certain
56
nonpublic financial, market, and business information regarding TriZetto.
53

Globis Partners,LP. v. Plumtree Software, Inc., 2007 WL 4292024, at *14 (Del. Ch.

Nov. 30, 2007).
54Id.

55See Skeen v. Jo-Ann Stores, Inc., 1999 WL 803974, at *8 (Del. Ch. Sept. 27, 1999), afd,
750 A.2d 1170 (Del. 2000); see alsoAlessi v. Beracha849 A.2d 939,948 (Del. Ch.2004) ("Casual
inquiries56or mere expressions of interest need not be disclosed.").

Satvat Aff. at 54-55.
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Specifically, certain budgets and forecasts were shared with Apax in
November of 2007 in connection with the PIPE Transaction. After that date,
TriZetto sent Apax-as well as Deutsche Bank, UBS, and another potential
acquirer-nonpublic information in early December 2008, unrelated to the
PIPE Transaction. 57 The Plaintiff argues that this information gave Apax an
advantage over other potential suitors and implies that Apax used this
information to TriZetto's disadvantage by lowering its initial oral indication of
interest of $24.50 to $26 a share to $21 to $23 in its first written indication on
December 7, 2007.58 Apax's Satvat could not recall if Apax had used
nonpublic information in formulating its initial written expression of interest.
The parties do not dispute, however, that substantially similar
information was made available to the other potential bidders before First
Round bidding had closed. In actuality, the bidders were provided with better
information through the online data room, including updated projections for
2008 and the actual results of calendar 2007's fourth quarter. Because all
potential bidders were provided with similar or better information by the First
Round bid submission deadline, a reasonable shareholder would not find
disclosures along these lines important, especially where the Plaintiff has not
argued that potential acquirers were turned away before First Round bidding.
The Plaintiff also submits that TriZetto's management, especially
Margolis, favored Apax, and material circumstances surrounding this favored
relationship are not disclosed in the Proxy Statement. In addition to the
nonpublic information that TriZetto provided to Apax early in the process,
which the Court has already found immaterial, the Plaintiff has quoted various
email exchanges between Margolis and an Apax representative on March 30,
2008, in support of its claim in fairness. Although the quoted excerpts do give
the impression that Margolis was weighting the sale process toward Apax,
when read in their entirety, the emails read as having been authored by a chief
executive officer engaged in earnest negotiation. The Plaintiff also points to
evidence indicating that Margolis would likely be offered employment with
any resulting Apax controlled entity. There is no evidence of actual negotiation regarding post-merger employment. Even so, the Proxy Statement states,
"[Apax] has previously indicated its belief that the continued involvement of
[the] management team is integral. . . ,,59
Furthermore, given the substantial

57Additionally, TriZetto's Senior Vice President of Corporate Development asked Apax,
instead of TriZetto's financial advisor, for information regarding premiums paid in comparable

transactions.
58

The Plaintiff has argued that Apax suspiciously raised its bid to $23 to $25 per share in
order to participate in the Second Round, but then quickly reduced it to $23 and then $21 per share.
No evidence in the record supports malfeasance on this account.
" 9Proxy Statement at 39.
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cash proceeds Margolis is to receive in the event a cash-out transaction is
consummated with any suitor-proceeds largely due to his stockholdings-the
of
Court is doubtful that he would be significantly motivated by the prospect
6
continued employment at the expense of a reduced per-share price. 0
Therefore, because the Plaintiff has not made an adequate showing that
these circumstances indicate that Apax was a favored bidder, the Court rejects
his contention that the Proxy Statement should be required to include
additional information along those lines.
C. IrreparableHarm
As discussed above, stockholders approving the sale of a company, as
TriZetto's stockholders are now being asked to do, are entitled to full and
complete disclosure of material facts before they vote on a proposed
transaction. Indeed, Delaware has an indisputable preference for a fully
informed stockholder vote on such matters, and this Court has not hesitated to
enjoin transactions pending disclosure of additional material facts. 6 1 The
reason for this is clear: an appropriate post hoc monetary remedy for what
amounts to an informational injury is not only difficult to calculate with any
meaningful precision, but also it completely undermines the purpose of
requiring full disclosure of material facts in the first instance. Although it is
theoretically possible to fashion monetary relief in some cases,62 a breach of
the disclosure duty actually results in irreparable harm to the stockholders that
is better addressed through an injunctive remedy.63
The directors' disclosure duty is premised upon the stockholders' right to
be informed of all material facts when casting a vote on a proposed transaction,
and the standard for determining the materiality of an undisclosed fact turns on
whether it would have altered the total mix of information available to the
stockholders in considering how to vote on the proposed transaction. It
necessarily follows, then, that a previously undisclosed material fact only

6'The Plaintiff also offers that Margolis's assistance in recruiting Regence tojoin with Apax
and BCBST indicates favoritism. A more pragmatic concern may have motivated this action: the

a sale transaction.
desire to6close
1

E.g., In re Lear Corp. Sholder Litig., 926 A.2d 94 (Del. Ch. 2007); In re Netsmart
Techs., 924 A.2d 171; In re MONY Group, Inc. S'holderLitig., 852 A.2d 9 (Del. Ch. 2004).
62See generally In re J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Sholders Litig., 906 A.2d 766 (Del.
2006).
631n re Transkaryotic,2008 WL 2462767, at *10 (citing Berger v. Pubco Corp., 2008 WL
2224107, at *4 (Del. Ch. May 30, 2008); In re Netsmart Techs., 924 A.2d at 207; Allen v. News
Corp., 2005 WL 415095, at *1 (Del. Ch. Feb. 3, 2005); In re MONY Group, 852 A.2d at 18; ODS
Techs., Inc. v. Marshall,832 A.2d 1254, 1262 (Del. Ch. 2003); and In re Pure Res., 808 A.2d at
452).
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assumes meaningful significance when, in fact, it can be considered before the
vote; money damages after-the-fact constitute, at best, an inadequate
consolation prize. 64 In light of this reality, this Court's stated preference is to
avoid the damages issue altogether through an injunctive remedy requiring
additional disclosures in advance of the stockholder vote whenever possible.65
Again, the role of the financial advisor, including its authorship of the
fairness opinion in the sale scenario, is critical and, oftentimes, as it is here, an
important underpinning of the directors' recommendation of support for a
particular transaction. Perhaps it is unavoidable that financial advisors
regularly seem to suffer from conflicts of one degree or another, but, if that is
the likely state of affairs, then the stockholders are entitled to know what
material factors, if any, may be motivating the financial advisor. The
Company is asking its stockholders to have faith in UBS and to rely upon its
expertise; UBS may well be deserving of that confidence, but the stockholders
have every right to expect the Company to share with them any extraneous,
substantial reasons UBS may have for seeing that the transaction is
consummated. 66 In this instance, the Company has failed to achieve that
objective and the denial of the stockholders' right to full and complete
disclosure as to the peculiar interests of the financial advisor in the Merger
constitutes irreparable harm.67

64See id. at *7-10 (discussing the evolution of Delaware's jurisprudence with respect to
damages65for disclosure violations).
1d. at *10; Globis Partners,LP., 2007 WL 4292024, at *10; see also In re Staples,Inc.
S'holders Litig., 792 A.2d 934, 960 (Del. Ch. 2001) ("Delaware case law recognizes that an afterthe-fact damages case is not a precise or efficient method by which to remedy disclosure
deficiencies .... Therefore, our cases recognize that it is appropriate for the court to address material
disclosure problems through the issuance of a preliminary injunction that persists until the
problems are corrected.").
"T he TriZetto Defendants have suggested that they are limited in their ability to make these
disclosures because UBS is unwilling to share the necessary information regarding its holdings. See
Gantler, 2008 WL 401124, at *19 (a board is only required to disclose information within its
control). There are two possible answers to this predicament. First, perhaps the Board should
reconsider its choice of financial advisor. One wonders how a board should expect its stockholders
to rely upon the sponsor of a fairness opinion who is unwilling to disclose the nature and scope of its
potential conflicts. Second, perhaps (and the Court need not express a view at this time) disclosure
of the financial advisor's unwillingness to provide the appropriate information should be shared with
the stockholders and then they would be able to consider that recalcitrance in their own assessment
of whether to rely upon the fairness opinion and to approve the proposed transaction. It also should
be repeated that the record supports the inference that the interests of UBS at stake in this matter are
material. After all, the fact that there are such holdings was disclosed in the Proxy Statement, and
post-merger negotiations over these holdings are anticipated. There is no reason to believe that only
incidental or immaterial holdings are in play.
67The touchstone of irreparable injury is the absence of any "adequate
recompense."
Because of the shortcomings inherent in any effort to ascribe monetary value to a failure to fully
inform stockholders, "adequate recompense" to compensate shareholders for disclosure violation is
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D. Balancing of the Equities
Ordinarily, balancing the equities between (a) ordering full and
complete disclosure to enable stockholders to make an informed decision and
(b) a short delay required to allow additional disclosure is a fairly simple task.
TriZetto, however, has spoken of quasi-catastrophic consequences that might
befall it and its stockholders if even a short delay results. It speculates that the
transaction might fall apart and the stockholders would lose the benefit of the
$22 per share bargain which they likely want to receive and, even more
ominously, that it might fall apart in such a way that Apax could escape its
obligation to pay the reverse termination fee of $65 million.
The Court, of course, cannot guarantee that the transaction, assuming it
is approved by the stockholders, will not fall apart or that Apax will not take
advantage of the circumstances and seek to avoid the reverse termination fee.
Those outcomes, if either should occur, are not likely to be attributable to any
interim injunctive relief prescribed to assure proper disclosure to the
stockholders. The list of unfortunate events posited by TriZetto is, at most,
speculative, and does not outweigh the value to be placed upon an informed
stockholder vote.
In sum, the equities clearly favor the interim relief necessary to allow the
stockholders the opportunity to be an informed voter, aided by an
understanding of the financial advisor's possible separate incentives to support
the transaction. 68
IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the Court concludes, after balancing the
various factors guiding the exercise of its discretion, that the vote of the
stockholders of TriZetto should be enjoined preliminarily, pending either final
hearing on the merits of the Plaintiffs disclosure claim or an appropriate,
curative disclosure to the stockholders regarding the potential benefits of the
transaction to UBS because of its holdings of various instruments issued by
TriZetto. Otherwise, because the Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate a
reasonable probability of success on its other claims and because no other
equitable considerations call out for interim relief, the Plaintiffs motion for a
preliminary injunction is denied.
an elusive goal. See DONALD J. WOLFE, JR. & MICHAEL A. PITrENGER, CORPORATE AND
COMMERCIAL PRACTICE IN THE DELAWARE COURT OF CHANCERY § 12.02[e], at 12-27 (2008).

68In a similar vein, TriZetto has argued that the Plaintiff should be required to post a $65
million bond to secure any preliminary injunction in the event that any failure of the transaction is
attributable to the interim relief. Such a bond, in these circumstances, would be unprecedented and,
for the reasons set forth above, unwarranted.
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An implementing order will be entered.

GARY v. BEAZER HOMES USA, INC.
No. 3537-VCS
Court of Chanceryof the State of Delaware,New Castle
June 11, 2008
Kurt M. Heyman, Esquire, Patricia L. Enerio, Esquire, and Jill K. Agro,
Esquire, of Proctor Heyman LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; and David L.
Braverman, Esquire, Helen M. Braverman, Esquire, and Richard S. Julie,
Esquire, of Braverman Kaskey, P.C., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, of counsel,
for plaintiff.
Kelly A. Terribile, Esquire, and Titania Mack Parker, Esquire, of Greenberg
Traurig, LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; and Robert M. Goldich, Esquire, and
Kelly Dobbs Bunting, Esquire, of Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, of counsel, for defendant.
STRINE, Vice Chancellor
I. Introduction
Defendant Beazer Homes USA, Inc. ("Beazer" or the "Company") hired
Plaintiff Kenneth J. Gary as its Executive Vice President, General Counsel,
and Corporate Secretary in 2005. At that time, Beazer and Gary signed an
employment agreement that detailed, among other things, Beazer's obligations
to Gary should it decide to fire him. Those obligations varied materially
depending on whether Gary was fired for cause or other than for cause. In fact,
a for cause termination terminated the employment agreement and limited
Beazer's obligations to Gary to paying his previously accrued compensation.
Beazer exercised its ability to fire Gary for cause in early 2007. Gary believes
that Beazer did not have a proper reason to fire him for cause and brought suit
in this court to vindicate that belief as well as collect the benefits that would
have been payable to him under the employment agreement had he been fired
other than for cause.
Through the summary judgment motion before the court, Gary seeks an
order compelling Beazer to advance funds for his suit under an attorneys' fees
clause in the employment agreement. The parties dispute whether the
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attorneys' fees clause grants Gary the right to advancement as opposed to the
right to indemnification. Candidly, the attorneys' fees clause is a good
example of the unclear contractual language that can be created by starting
with murky form language (a.k.a., "bad boilerplate") and making ill-chosen
modifications that further muck up the already unclear form language. Here, I
avoid the resulting interpretive quagmire because the plain language of the
employment agreement indicates that the entire employment agreement,
including the attorneys' fees clause, was terminated by the for cause dismissal
of Gary. Stated differently, the employment agreement was drafted so that
Beazer had the discretion to end all but its obligation to pay certain accrued
benefits by terminating Gary's employment for cause. Beazer is entitled to the
benefit of the bargain it struck with Gary, including the ability to foreclose his
arguable right to advancement by terminating him for cause.
II. Factual Background
A. Gary's Employment At Beazer
Beazer, a Delaware corporation whose principal business is building
new homes, hired Gary on March 14, 2005 to serve as its Executive Vice
President, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary. The terms of Gary's
employment and compensation were memorialized in an "Employment
Agreement."' Under the Employment Agreement, Gary was paid a base salary
and, among other things, was eligible to receive annual bonuses and participate
in the Company's stock incentive plans. During the course of his employment
at Beazer, Gary was in fact granted certain benefits under Beazer's stock
incentive plans. The terms of those
stock incentive awards were memorialized
2
in several "Award Agreements."
But Gary's time at Beazer was not long-lived. On January 8, 2007, a
few months shy of two years after Gary began working for Beazer, Beazer
asked Gary to take a leave of absence. Several weeks later, on February 12,
2007, Beazer sent Gary a notice of termination that terminated his employment
for cause. Beazer's decision to terminate Gary for cause was consequential
because the benefits Gary was entitled to receive under the Employment
Agreement varied materially based on whether Gary was fired for cause or
other than for cause. The Award Agreements also contained provisions that
indicated Gary forfeited his benefits under those Agreements if he was
terminated for cause. Both the Employment Agreement and the Award

'Compl.
Ex. A ("Employment Agreement").
2
Compl. Exs. B-F ("Award Agreements").
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Agreements defined the term "cause" by listing actions that would support a
for cause termination.
The Employment Agreement limits Beazer's obligations to Gary in the
instance of a for cause termination as follows:
(d) Cause. If the Executive's employment shall be terminated
for Cause, this Agreement shall terminate without further
obligations to the Executive other than the obligation to pay to
the Executive (x) his Annual Base Salary through the Date of
Termination, (y) the amount of any compensation previously
deferred by the Executive, and (z) Other Benefits, in each case to
the extent theretofore unpaid.3
In other words, a for cause termination terminates the Employment Agreement
and results in Gary receiving only certain compensation and benefits that had
accrued through the termination date.4 The termination of the Employment
Agreement, however, does not entirely terminate the Agreement because a
separate survival provision states that § 7 of the Agreement, which contains
covenants not to compete and not to use or disclose confidential information,
survives the termination of the Agreement absent an explicit written agreement
that specifically refers to and terminates § 7.5
In contrast, an other than for cause termination does not terminate the
Employment Agreement. Instead, compensation and benefits accrued through
the termination date are paid within 30 days and future payments to Gary,
including salary, annual bonus, and welfare benefits, are continued at the same
time the payments would have otherwise been made for a period of two years
from the termination date so long as Gary complies with § 7.6 Therefore,
under an other than for cause termination, Beazer must pay Gary various
forward-looking benefits for a period of two years after he is terminated.

3

Employment Agreement § 6(d) (emphasis added). "Other Benefits" are "any other amounts
or benefits required to be paid or provided or which the Executive is eligible to receive under any
plan, program, policy or practice or contract or agreement of the Company and its affiliated

companies." Id. § 6(a)(iv). The parties do not claim that the provision for the payment of Other
Benefits is material to this resolution of this dispute.
4If Gary's employment was terminated by death, disability, or voluntary resignation by Gary,
the Employment Agreement also terminated and Gary would also only receive certain compensation
and benefits that had accrued through the termination date. Id. § 6(b), (c), (d). In those cases,
however, the accrued compensation included any unpaid annual bonuses for prior years and a prorata annual bonus for the current year. Id.
5
1d. § 7(e).
6Id. § 6(a); see also id. § 7 (covenants not to compete and not to use or disclose confidential
information).
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One section of the Employment Agreement is particularly relevant in an
other than for cause termination because, among other things, it states that
Gary need not seek to mitigate any amounts payable under the Agreement by,
for example, seeking other employment. That section, § 8, also states that the
Company is obligated to pay Gary's attorneys' fees in certain situations (the
"Attorneys' Fees Clause"). In its entirety, § 8 states reads as follows:
8. No Mitigation. In no event shall the Executive be obligated to
seek other employment or take any other action by way of
mitigation of the amounts payable to the Executive under any of
the provisions of this Agreement and such amounts shall not be
reduced whether or not the Executive obtains other employment.
The Company agrees to pay as incurred, to the full extent
permitted by law, all legal fees and expenses which the
Executive may reasonably incur as a result of any contest by (i)
the Company, provided that the Executive prevails in at least one
material issue, (ii) the Executive or (iii) others, of the validity or
enforceability of, or liability under, any provision of this
Agreement or any guarantee of performance thereof (including,
without limitation, as a result of any contest by the Executive
about the amount of any payment pursuant to this Agreement),
plus in each case interest on any delayed payment at the
applicable Federal rate provided for in Section 7872(f) (2) (A) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code").
B. Gary Sues Beazer
Gary believes that the reasons given by Beazer for his termination for
cause were pretextual. Consistent with that belief, he filed suit in this court on
February 11, 2008. Gary's complaint contains four counts. Count I alleges
that Beazer breached the Employment Agreement by terminating Gary's
employment for cause when there was no cause, as defined in the Agreement,
to do so. Beazer seeks damages for that breach, including the payment of the
benefits he would have received under an other than for cause termination.
Count I alleges a similar breach of the Award Agreements. Count M alleges,
in the alternative to Count I, that Beazer breached the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing that is implicit in the Employment Agreement. Count IV
seeks specific performance of the Attorneys' Fees Clause in the Employment
Agreement in the form of an order compelling Beazer to advance Gary's
attorneys' fees and costs related to his lawsuit against it.
Beazer responded to Gary's complaint with two counterclaims. The first
counterclaim alleges that Gary breached the Employment Agreement by
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engaging in the conduct that it contends supports his for cause termination.
The second counterclaim asserts that the same conduct was a breach of
fiduciary duty.
III. Procedural Framework
The subject of this opinion is Gary's motion for summary judgment on
Count IV, Gary's claim for advancement of attorneys' fees. Gary's motion for
partial summary judgment is governed by Court of Chancery Rule 56. Under
that familiar standard, a "motion for summary judgment will be granted only
when no genuine issue of material fact is in dispute and the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law."7 The moving party bears the burden
of establishing that there are no issues of material fact, and the court must
review all evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving party.8
Both parties argue that this dispute turns on the interpretation of the
Employment Agreement and neither party suggests that extrinsic evidence
would assist in interpreting that Agreement. Therefore, "[a]s in most
advancement disputes, summary judgment practice is an efficient and
appropriate method to decide this case, as the relevant question turns on the
application of the terms of the corporate instruments setting forth the purported
right to advancement and the pleadings in the proceedings for which
advancement is sought." 9
IV. Legal Analysis
Gary requests that I interpret the Attorneys' Fees Clause, or § 8 of the
Employment Agreement, as granting him an advancement right. To that end,
he and Beazer have traded arguments about the less than clearly drafted

7

Scureman v. Judge, 626 A.2d 5, 10 (Del. Ch. 1992).
10-11.
Weinstock v. Lazard Debt Recovery GP, LLC, 2003 WL21843254, at *2 (Del. Ch. Aug. 8,
2003); see also DeLucca v. KKATMgmt., LLC., 2006 WL 224058, at *6 (Del. Ch. Jan. 23,2006)
(noting that interpreting an advancement provision without resorting to parol evidence is not
problematic as it "tend[s] to reinforce the legal policy of this State, which strongly emphasizes
contractual text as the overridingly important guide to contractual interpretation") (citations omitted).
This dispute is different from that traditional advancement dispute because the relevant provision is
in an employment agreement rather than a certificate of incorporation or bylaw. Although that might
suggest that there would be extrinsic evidence relevant to the interpretation of the disputed

'id.
at
9

contractual language, the parties have not suggested that there is any relevant extrinsic evidence and
all indications are that were no negotiations over the relevant contractual language. See Gary Op.
Br. at 8 ("This contractual language... was drafted by Beazer in its standard form of employment

agreement used for all of its executive officers .... ").
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Attorneys' Fees Clause in the Employment Agreement. That Clause, adapted
from a form appearing in hundreds of employment contracts filed with the0
SEC, is an example of taking unclear form language and further muddling it.'
The parties have each advanced plausible arguments why the Attorneys' Fees
Clause should be read their way, having each eschewed the notion that there
was any parol evidence shedding light on what the parties intended."
The problem for Gary, however, is that Beazer has demonstrated that the
Employment Agreement does not provide him with rights in this circumstance.
Under § 6(d) of the Employment Agreement, once Gary was terminated for
cause, the entire Employment Agreement was terminated and Beazer's only
obligation to Gary was to pay certain accrued compensation and benefits. 12 As
a result, by operation of the clear terms of § 6(d), the Attorneys' Fees Clause
was not available to Gary once Beazer terminated him for cause.
That result is the bargain struck by the parties. Section 6(d) explicitly
states that "[i]f the Executive's employment shall be terminated for Cause, this
Agreement shall terminate without further obligations to the Executive other
than [certain accrued compensation and benefits]."'13 The plain language of
§ 6(d) indicates that the Attorneys' Fees Clause would be unavailable to Gary

"°The language in the Attorneys' Fees Clause compares with the standard form language, as
exemplified by the language analyzed in Miller v. U.S. Foodservice, Inc., as follows (deletions
stricken and additions underlined):
The Company agrees to pay as incurred, to the full extent permitted by law, all
legal fees and expenses which the Executive may reasonably incur as a result of
any contest regardies efthe eutcemeth.rf by (i) the Company, provided that the
Executive prevails in at least one material issue, (ii) the Executive, or (iii) others,
of the validity or enforceability of, or liability under, any provisions of this
Agreement; or any guarantee of performance thereof (including, without limitation,
as a result of any contest by the Executive about the amount of any payment
pursuant to this Agreement), plus in each case interest on any delayed payment at
the applicable Federal rate provided for in Section 7872(f)(2)(A) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code").
Employment Agreement § 8; Miller, 405 F. Supp. 2d 607, 614 (D. Md. 2005) (interpreting this
language in its original form as creating a right to advancement); see also SIMON M. LORNE & JOY
MARLENE BRYAN, 1 A ACQUISITIONS AND MERGERS: NEGOTIATED AND CONTESTED TRANSACTIONS App. D7 (2008) (providing a sample "Severance Plan and Amended Golden Parachute
Employment Agreement" that contains the same language except that it ends the provision after
"thereof").
"Without subjecting the reader to painstaking detail, the essence of Gary's argument is that
the "as incurred" in the Attorneys' Fees Clause creates an advancement right. In contrast, Beazer
argues that the Attorneys' Fees Clause, read as a whole with particular reference to the parties'
modifications to the standard form language, is a backward-looking provision that only contemplates
indemnification.
12As discussed above, there was an exception for § 7, which contains covenants
not to
compete and not to use or disclose confidential information.
13Employment Agreement § 6(d).
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after a for cause termination both by explicitly terminating the Employment
Agreement (and thus the Attorneys' Fees Clause) 4 and by limiting Beazer's
obligations to Gary to certain accrued compensation and benefits that Gary
does not argue includes attorneys' fees.' 5 The bargain struck by the parties is a
reasonable one whereby Beazer granted Gary material benefits, but retained
the right to terminate those benefits by firing Gary for cause. In other words,
Beazer anticipated that it would not want to continue making payments to Gary
after it fired him for cause and demanded that that protection be in his
Employment Agreement. Gary now argues that the bargain he struck with
Beazer strips him of his right to attorneys' fees in the situation where he most
ardently desires to use that right to litigate against the Company. But that is
very clearly one of the purposes of § 6(d) and was readily apparent to both
parties at the time they negotiated and signed the Agreement.
There is nothing unusually harsh about this contractual outcome. It only
means that Gary, just like every other party subject to the default American
Rule, must pay his own fees in this lawsuit seeking to vindicate his contractual
rights. If Gary can establish that his termination was without cause, then
compensating him for the loss of his right to attorneys' fees under the
Attorneys' Fees Clause might well be part of what is necessary to give him the
benefit of his bargain. 16 But that is an issue for another day, if ever. For now,

"4Gary argues against the plain language of § 6(d) by contending that the terms of § 8 do not
make sense if the entire Agreement is terminated by a for cause termination. Specifically, Gary
argues that the no mitigation provision only makes sense once Gary has been terminated because,
among other things, it states that the amount payable under the Agreement is not reduced if Gary
obtains other employment. That is true. The critical issue here, though, is that the no mitigation
provision is only relevant in an other than for cause termination because that is the only situation in
which the Company would owe Gary forward-looking, as opposed to accrued, payments. The
Employment Agreement is not terminated by an other than for cause termination, and thus there is
no collision between §§ 6(d) and 8 that would suggest that § 6(d) should be interpreted in a manner
inconsistent with its plain language.
15
Gary also advances the argument that a for cause termination cannot be intended to
terminate the Entire Agreement because § 7, the section that contains the covenants not to compete
or use or disclose confidential information, survives the termination. According to Gary, it would
make no sense for that section to survive while terminating numerous other provisions, such as the
notices provision and the choice of law and choice of forum clause. There is a plausible argument
that those particular provisions might survive solely in relation to § 7, but that argument does not
support the conclusion that the parties intended for the Attorneys' Fees Clause to survive. As
discussed above, the language of the for cause termination provision indicates that the parties did not
intend for Beazer to pay forward-looking obligations, such as advancement, after a for cause
termination.
16
See Tr. of Oral Arg. (Apr. 16, 2008) at 38 (Counsel for Beazer: "[Gary] has been
terminated for cause subject to his litigation right to challenge that, and the fee provision protects
him. It's not that he has no fee protection. At the end of the case, if he's successful in showing
[Beazer] acted wrongfully, the Court can award him reasonable attorneys' fees pursuant to [the
Attorneys' Fees Clause].").
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what is clear is that Gary is not entitled to advancement under the Attorneys'
Fees Clause.
V. Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the Gary's motion of partial summary
judgment is denied and Count IV of the complaint is dismissed. Consistent
17
with that ruling, Gary is not entitled to fees on fees for his motion.

JACKSON WALKER L.L.P. v. SPIRA FOOTWEAR, INC.
No. 3150-VCP
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
June 23, 2008
Bruce E. Jameson, Esquire, and Marcus E. Montejo, Esquire, of Prickett, Jones
& Elliott, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiff Jackson Walker L.L.P.
Peter J. Walsh, Jr., Esquire, Kevin R. Shannon, Esquire, and Jennifer A.
Chamagua, Esquire, of Potter, Anderson & Corroon LLP, Wilmington,
Delaware, for defendant Spira Footwear, Inc.

7

Kaung v. Cole Nat'l Corp., 2005 WL 3462250, at *4 (Del. Ch. Dec. 13,2005) ("Fees on
fees,' in sum, are inappropriate in this case because Kaung has thus far been entirely unsuccessful in
his advancement claims.").
1
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PARSONS, Vice Chancellor

This is an action for advancement. On August 8, 2007, Plaintiff,
Jackson Walker L.L.P. ("Jackson Walker"), filed a complaint seeking an order
requiring Defendant, Spira Footwear, Inc. ("Spira"), to advance legal fees and
expenses, pursuant to Section 145 of the Delaware General Corporation Law
("DGCL")' and the bylaws of Spira, related to an action pending in the District
Court of El Paso County, Texas (the "El Paso Action"). This action is currently before me on the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment.2
Initially, the El Paso Action involved a dispute among major
shareholders of Spira for control of the corporation. Jackson Walker participated in the litigation on behalf of Spira at a time when the former majority
shareholders controlled the company. In connection with a tentative settlement, the challenger shareholder acquired control of Spira, terminated Jackson
Walker's representation of the company, and caused Spira to file a claim
against Jackson Walker in the El Paso Action.
The central issue on the motions is whether, based on Jackson Walker's
status as former outside litigation counsel for Spira in the El Paso Action and
the nature of claims Spira later brought against Jackson Walker in that action,
Jackson Walker constitutes an "agent" eligible for advancement under 8 Del.
C. § 145. Relying on this court's opinion in Fascianav. Electronic Data
Systems Corp., I find that Jackson Walker is entitled to advancement as an
"agent" under Spira's bylaws and DGCL § 145 as to the claims asserted against
it by Spira.

'8 Del. C. § 145. This court has jurisdiction over advancement actions and may "summarily
determine2 a corporation's obligation to advance expenses (including attorneys' fees)." Id. § 145(k).
On August 30, 2007, Spira moved to dismiss or in the alternative to stay this action in
favor of the El Paso Action. Spira effectively abandoned that motion, however, based on Jackson
Walker's subsequent motion for summary judgment and the scheduling of trial
in the El Paso Action
for July 2008. See Spira's Answering Br. in Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. for Summ. J. and Opening Br. in
Supp. of its Mot. for Summ. J. ("DAB") at 1. Spira's opening brief in support of its motion to
dismiss, and reply brief in support of its motion for summary judgment will be referred to as "DOB"
and "DRB," respectively. Jackson Walker's combined answering brief to Spira's motion to dismiss
and opening brief in support of its cross-motion for summary judgment and its reply brief in further
support of its motion for summary judgment will be referred to as "POB" and PRB," respectively.
'829 A.2d 160 (Del. Ch. 2003).
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I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A. The Parties
Jackson Walker is a Texas limited liability partnership engaged in the
practice of law. Spira is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business in Texas and is in the footwear business.4 Andrew Krafsur is Spira's
current chief executive officer.5
B. History
In early 2005, Andrew, then also the chief executive officer of Spira,
owned 22% of Spira; his brother David Krafsur and Francis LeVert
collectively held 58%; and the remaining 20% was held by approximately 250
shareholders.6 In February 2005, Andrew, David, and LeVert entered into a
shareholders agreement, pursuant to which they agreed to "equalize" the shares
held by them, and to contribute shares back to Spira for its further capitalization.7 The terms of the agreement were never fulfilled, and Andrew's
8
relationship with David deteriorated, ultimately resulting in litigation.
In the fall of 2005, Spira initiated litigation against David and LeVert in
Texas for breaches of fiduciary duty. David and LeVert later terminated
Andrew from his position at Spira, and caused Spira to dismiss the action
against them. 9 Then, on December 27, 2005, they filed the El Paso Action in
state court in Texas against Andrew seeking to have the February 2005
shareholders agreement declared invalid.10
In or about February 2006, David and LeVert entered into a preliminary agreement to sell their interest in Spira to Byron and Steven LeBow (the
"LeBows")." On April 30,2006, David and LeVert, as majority shareholders
of Spira, elected a new Board of Directors of Spira, consisting of the LeBows,

4

CompI.

2-3. The Complaint is verified and therefore constitutes part of the factual

record for
5 purposes of the parties' summary judgment motions.

Affidavit of Andrew Krafsur ("Krafsur Aff.") 1 1. Because multiple parties share the same

last name, I refer to Andrew Krafsur, and his sibling David, by their first names. No disrespect is

intended.

6

71d. 12.

See id. 3, Ex. A (handwritten term sheet).
'Id. 13.
9
1d. 1 4.
'ld. 5, Ex. C (David and LeVert's Original Pet.). The caption of the El Paso Action is
David Krafsur, et al. v. Andrew Krafsur, et aL, Cause No. 2005-8707.

"Id. 6.
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as well as an accountant and a lawyer of the LeBows. 12 Spira then entered into
a series of transactions with the LeBows, David, and LeVert, as well as certain
LeBow affiliated entities.
On May 11, 2006, Andrew moved in the El Paso Action for the
appointment of a receiver for the shares in dispute. A July 3, 2006 hearing
13
date was set for that motion, to be followed two weeks later by a trial.
Spira then retained Jackson Walker as its counsel in connection with the
El Paso Action. 14 On or about June 16, 2006, Jackson Walker presented Spira
with its engagement letter. The letter states Spira asked Jackson Walker to
represent it "as local counsel.... in connection with a dispute among Spira's
0,5
shareholders ....
On June 23, 2006, Jackson Walker filed a Plea in Intervention on Spira's
behalf in the El Paso Action. In that pleading, Spira sought a declaratory
judgment that, among other things, the shareholders agreement was
unenforceable and various actions taken by David and LaVert were proper.16
In August 2006, the parties tentatively settled the El Paso Action by an
agreement under which Andrew would purchase David and LeVert's
controlling interest in Spira and refinance Spira's line of credit, the parties
would exchange releases, and the action would be dismissed.' 7 After the
tentative settlement agreement, Andrew paid $2 million in January 2007 to
purchase David and LeVert's majority stake in Spira, refinanced Spira's line of
credit, and took over the control and management of Spira. Other aspects of
the settlement agreement,
however, remain unfulfilled, including the dismissal
18
of the El Paso Action.
By the fall of 2006, Jackson Walker anticipated that upon regaining
control of Spira, Andrew would sue Jackson Walker. 19 On October 9, 2006,

'd.
3

7, Ex. G (Exec. Summ. of Apr. 30, 2006 Board Meeting).

1d. 1 10, Ex. L.

4
See Affidavit of Jeffrey M. Sone ("Sone Aff.") 1 2; Affidavit of Marcus E. Montejo
("Montejo Aff.") Ex. 1. Jackson Walker was retained by Steven LeBow, President of Spira and a

member of the Board of Directors. See Sone Aff. 1 4. Sone is a member of the bar of the State of
Texas and of the law firm of Jackson Walker L.L.P. Id. 1. Montejo is Delaware counsel for
Jackson Walker.
15
Krafsur Aff. Ex. M.
6
1 Montejo Aff. Ex. 2.
17
Compl. 5.
18
See id. 6.
190n September 26,2006, in an internal email Alan Greenspan of Jackson Walker wrote to

Sone:
We have to do some serious talking about whether we continue to rep this client.
We can't keep getting brought in, then left out, then brought in. LeBow is doing a
lot of stupid stuff that is really hurting the case plus I'm convinced that andy
[Krafsur] is going to sue us as soon as he gets control of the company. We need to
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Jackson Walker entered into a supplemental engagement agreement with
Spira, which provided for the prosecution of any lawsuits arising out its
representation of Spira exclusively in the district courts of Dallas County,
Texas. 20
Upon assuming control of Spira, Andrew instructed Jackson Walker to
cease all work (which it did), and refused to pay Jackson Walker for work they
had done at the direction of the former Spira board and management.2'
Thereafter, on March 5, 2007, Jackson Walker sued Spira in Dallas County to
collect outstanding invoices totaling in excess of $50,000 (the "Dallas
Action"). 22 Then, on June 4, 2007, Spira amended its plea in the El Paso
Action to add Jackson Walker as a defendant. 23 In that pleading, Spira accused
Jackson Walker of breaching its fiduciary duties to Spira and of negligence,
because:
*

Jackson Walker wrongfully filed on behalf of Spira the initial Plea
in Intervention which allegedly "was an action blatantly designed to
further the interests of the LeBows,
David Krafsur and Francis
24
LeVert to the detriment of Spira."
Jackson Walker negotiated the terms of a supplemental engagement
agreement specifying Dallas County as a venue for any fee disputes.
Jackson Walker accepted payment for the work that it did for
25
Spira.

*
*

On July 9, 2007, Spira filed its Second Amended Plea in Intervention in
the El Paso Action. 6 The Second Amended Plea seeks damages against
Jackson Walker in the form of forfeiture of all fees paid to them by Spira as
well as avoidance of the fees Jackson Walker contends remain unpaid.

get paid up front, weekly billing, big retainer, the whole thing, plus LeBow has to
follow my instructions. It won't work otherwise.
Krafsur Aff. Ex. Y (emphasis added).
20
21 d. Ex. Z.

Compl. 17.
See Montejo Aff. Ex. 3.

22
23

See Affidavit of Jennifer A. Chamagua ("Chamagua Aff.") Ex. A (FrSt Am. Plea in
Intervention
of Spira ("First Am. Plea")). Chamagua is Delaware counsel for Spira.
24
Fst Am. Plea 19.
25d. f 24-25.
26
See E. Link Beck Aff. 1 2; Chamagua Aft. Ex. B (Second Am. Plea in Intervention of
Spira ("Second Am. Plea")). Beck is counsel for Spira. The claims asserted in the Second
Amended Plea largely mirror those in the First Amended Plea. See POB at 5-6. On November 15,
2007, Spira's Second Amended Plea was dismissed on procedural grounds. Spira has filed a new
complaint which makes claims largely mirroring those in the Second Amended Plea. See DRB at I
n.1; Tr. at 19, 21. All citations herein are to Spira's Second Amended Plea.
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Jackson Walker filed this action in Delaware on August 8, 2007 to
obtain advancement of its attorneys' fees and expenses in defending the claims
brought against it by Spira in the El Paso Action.
C. Parties' Contentions
In its Complaint, Jackson Walker seeks a judgment declaring that Spira
must advance all reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees, Jackson
Walker has incun'ed in the El Paso Action and its attorneys' fees in prosecuting
this action, together with pre- and post:judgment interest. Spira disputes
Jackson Walker's eligibility to receive advancement because it argues Jackson
Walker was not its "agent" for purposes of Section 145.
H. ANALYSIS
A. Summary Judgment Standard
Court of Chancery Rule 56(c) permits summary judgment "if the
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of
law." 27 "In deciding a motion for summary judgment, the facts must be viewed
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party and the moving party has
the burden of demonstrating that there is no material question of fact. '28 The
party opposing summary judgment, however, may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials contained in its pleadings, but must offer, by affidavit or
other admissible evidence, specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue
for trial. 29 "[S]umnary judgment may not be granted when the record
indicates a material fact is in dispute or if it seems desirable to inquire more
thoroughly into30the facts in order to clarify the application of law to the
circumstances.

Furthermore, because the parties have filed cross-motions for summary
judgment, Court of Chancery Rule 56(h) applies here.3 ' The court examines

27

Ct. Ch. R. 56(c).

28Senior

Tour Players 207 Mgmt. Co. v. Golftown 207 Holding Co., 853 A.2d 124, 126

(Del. Ch. 2004) (citing Tanzer v. Int'l Gen. Inds., Inc., 402 A.2d 382,385 (Del. Ch. 1979); Judah v.
Delaware
29 Trust Co., 378 A.2d 624, 632 (Del. 1977)).
Levy v. HLI OperatingCo., 924 A.2d 210, 219 (Del. Ch. 2007) (citing Rule 56(e)).
3°Pathmark Stores v. 3821 Assocs., LP., 663 A.2d 1189, 1191 (Del. Ch. 1995) (citing
Ebersole v. Lowengrub, 180 A.2d 467, 470 (Del. 1962)).
3'See Tr. at 17, 41. Citations in this form ("Tr.") are to the transcript of argument held on
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each motion separately. 32 Still, because none of the parties contend there is
any material issue of disputed fact, the court will treat the cross-motions as "the
equivalent of a stipulation for decision on the merits based on the record
submitted with the motions. 3 3 "Thus, the usual standard of drawing
inferences in favor of the nonmoving party does not apply." 34
I also note that "[t]he scope of an advancement proceeding is usually
summary in nature and limited to determining the issue of entitlement in
accordance with the corporation's own uniquely crafted advancement
provisions."3 5 Summary judgment practice is an efficient and appropriate
method to decide advancement disputes, because "the relevant question turns

on the application of the terms of the corporate instruments setting forth the
purported right to advancement
and the pleadings in the proceedings for which
36

advancement is sought.

B. Advancement

"Section 145 of the Delaware General Corporation Law endows
corporations with the power to indemnify and provide advancement of attor"7
neys' fees to officers, directors, employees, or agents of the corporation. 0

January 24, 2008.
32Bernstein v. Tractmanager,Inc., 2007 Del. Ch. LEXIS 172, at *8 (Nov. 20,2007) (citing
Union Oil Co. of Calif v. Mobil Pipeline Co., 2006 WL 3770834, at *9 (Del. Ch. Dec. 15, 2006)).
33
Ct. Ch. R. 56(h); see also Farmersfor Fairnessv. Kent County, 940 A.2d 947, 955 (Del.
Ch. 2008); Twin Bridges Ltd. P ship v. Draper,2007 Del. Ch. LEXIS 136, at *27 (Sept. 14,2007).
RAm.
Legacy Found. v. LorillardTobacco Co., 886 A.2d 1, 18 (Del. Ch. 2005).
35
Homestore, Inc. v. Tafeen, 888 A.2d 204, 213 (Del. 2005) (citing 8 Del. C. § 145(k);
Kaung v.36Cole Nat'l Corp., 884 A.2d 500, 509 (Del. 2005)).
Weinstock v. Lazard Debt Recovery GP, LLC, 2003 Del. Ch. LEXIS 83, at *6 (Aug. 1,
2003) (citing Reddy v. Elec. Data Sys. Corp, 2002 WL 1358761, at *3 (Del. Ch. June 18, 2002),
affd, 820 A.2d 371 (Del. 2003)); see also DeLucca v. KKATMgmt., LL C., 2006 Del. Ch. LEXIS
19, at *20 (Jan. 30, 2006) ("Advancement cases are particularly appropriate for resolution on a paper
record, as they principally involve the question of whether claims pled in a complaint against a party
... trigger a right to advancement under the terms of a corporate instrument .... "). In the same
vein, this court also has observed that:
[A]lthough advancement provisions in corporate instruments often are of less than
ideal clarity, rarely is resort to parol evidence appropriate or even helpful, as
corporate instruments addressing advancement rights are often crafted without the
involvement of the parties who later seek advancement and often with little
negotiation between any contending parties at all. Those factors are not
problematic, however, as they tend to reinforce the legal policy of this State, which
strongly emphasizes contractual text as the overridingly important guide to
contractual interpretation.
KKATMgmt.,
2006 Del. Ch. LEXIS 19, at *20-21.
37
Reinhard & Kreinberg v. Dow Chem. Co., 2008 WL 868108, at *2 (Del. Ch. Mar. 28,
2008) (citing 8 Del. C. § 145; Sassano v. CIBC World Mkts. Corp., 2008 WL 152582, at *4 (Del.
Ch. Jan. 17, 2008)).

